
Team
Activities

Utilising the natural environment these activities are 
perfect for building trust, communication and forming 
strong bonds within the team whilst having lots of fun.



Team Activities

The Scrabble Scramble

The Scrabble Scramble is the perfect activity for 
groups with a wide range of talents and physical 
ability.  All it requires is to be able to walk, be a 
tad competitive and of course have lots of fun!

Overview
Participants are split into teams and will be dropped off in 
allotted areas in and around Kingscliff. From there they will be 
given a dossier and it’s up to them in the specified timeframe 
to unscramble the scrabble. When teams cross each other’s 
path they can choose to help or hinder their competitors.

On arrival at the drop off point the dossier will include:

• Instructions on how to play

• Map of the area

• Challenges they must partake in

• Landmarks where scrabble letters await and a very vague clue

• Photos they must replicate

• Materials they must collect to compete in the finale

Along the course teams will meet up with trained facilitators 
that will have various challenges for teams to complete both 
intellectual and physical. Once complete they will be given points 
and tools they can use for their final team challenge.  Their 
maps will contain a legend that will specify hidden letters that if 
found will decipher what lies ahead and will earn extra points.  

The clock will be ticking the whole way through 
as teams try to complete as much as possible 
to earn points that will give them glory.

The Scrabble Scramble is a fun, easy and exciting way to see 
the natural iconic sites of Kingscliff whilst joining in on a team 
activity. If there is one event to suit everyone then this is it.

$77pp 2-3hrs 2 / 5 20 - TBA



Team Activities

Adventure Challenge 

Beach & 
Park Games 

Mad Dash 
for Cash

A series of individual challenges combined together to 
create the ultimate in competitive team building. Each leg 
will have a set time turnaround and encourages skills such as 
communication, leadership, teamwork and most importantly 
trust. At the end of the three rounds whichever team has gained 
the most points takes the glory. Activities may include:

• Orienteering
• Water based obstacle course
• Scavenger Hunt
• Bike | Run | Swim 
• Land based team challenges

The beach and park provides a 
fantastic space for activties that 
sees your team playing, sharing, 
recconnecting while being active and 
of course having lots of fun. Games 
include: Bocce, beach footy, cricket, 
soccer, ultimate frisbee, vollyball etc

A series of activities, challenges 
and obstacles that will bring 
out the teams sense

of camaraderie and emphasize not only 
team understanding and communication 
but also team collaboration.

$77pp

$30pp $66pp

2 hrs

1-3 hrs 1.5–3 hrs

4 / 5

3 / 5 2 / 5

5-60

10-200 10-200



Team Activities

Drumming

Energisers & Breakouts After Dark 

Experience the rhythmic pulse of team 
drumming. Its about fun, and self-expression, 
and most importantly of all, it is a shared 
experience with no judgments or expectations. 
The purpose of the DRUM is to unite 
teams and promote social cohesion.

Energiser - A 15 minute 
indoor program that will 
revitalise and re-focus your 
team for the next presentation 

Our wonderfully engaging 
facilitators will expertly guide 
the room through a collection 
of activities perfect to fill the 
gaps at your night time event.

$55pp 1-2 hrs 2 / 5 10-200

$10pp $25pp15-25 min TBA3 / 5 2 / 55-200 5-200

Breakouts - A 25 minute outdoor 
activity designed to boost energy levels, 
concentration and productivity to get 
them through the afternoon siesta. 


